Dear Sir,

The Centre is preparing, for summer release, a bibliography on foreign trade designed to serve export promotion centres in the developing countries, as it has been requested to do by several of them. This will contain titles of books, directories and periodicals.

Meanwhile we have graciously been granted permission by the Office Beige du Commerce Extérieur to distribute the attached, strictly periodical, bibliography that they prepared as part of a bilateral project in helping to set up an export promotion programme in a Latin America developing country.

Subsequent to the preparation of this periodical list, their Director of Documentation added, as perhaps even more useful, the names of the following daily newspapers that carry extensive economic coverage:

- Financial Times (London)
- New York Times
- Neue Zürcher Zeitung
- Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
- Le Monde (Paris)
- Journal de Genève

Please note, however, that some of these daily papers have special overseas or airmail editions that do not include the exhaustive financial-economic information for which the home editions have been specifically recommended. One must secure the home edition to be sure of getting that.

Yours sincerely,

H.L. Jacobson
Head, International Trade Centre
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